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Connect parts together to build rockets. You can choose from a variety of rocket engines, fuel tanks, and other gizmos. You can
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Brilliant game exept there are not allot of guides on how to mod it very well like makeing moons. This game is amazing! as it
says in the title, its quite simple. its a fun game that teaches you a little science, and has some pretty funny names for the
planets.. I loved this game, it's like a KSP clone that is cheaper and easier. I also don't have a very good computer, and this runs
perfectly on it.. My computer won't handle Kerbal Space Program, but I am incredibly interested in the type of game.
SimpleRockets is great! Decievingly complex. easy to learn, difficult to master game.. Needs more parts and things to do in
sandbox, more rockets, satelites,lunar landers, types of rockets, cockpits, deployments,. A very enjoyable simple game to play.
Although could do with a great deal more parts so the rockets can be a lot more varied.like Kerbal. Excellent game even with the
few parts available, teaches the basics of escaping earths gravity to travel further a field. If you interested in space genres, and
enjoy your early attempt rockets exploding then this is the game for you.Espescially at the current price in the sale. (i also
bought SIMPLE PLANES , not on Steam yet but you purchase from the menu.This also is a very fun game to play with all the
same physics etc.. Kerbal space program in a single plane. It's still rocket science, but everything is a lot easier when you only
have x-y. I would strongly recommend this over KSP for kids. And if you enjoy KSP, this is a good companion - it has more of
an arcadey fun feel to KSP's realism.. As a regular KSP player, I've been playing Simple Rockets for a few minutes, and I can
already tell we'll get along nicely! It is just as the name suggests; simple rockets. You can't expect more than that. It is done well
enough for anyone who wants a game like KSP, but does not have the time, computer power, or yearning for a 3rd dimension
for things to go wrong.. if you don't know if you can handle Kerbal Space Program, this is a good starter into general orbital
mechanics and the such. it WAS a plug from the phone though, so controls are the slightest bit wonky.
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